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CONTACT: 

Constanze Friedel                                        Anna Keller 

constanze.friedel@icloud.com                       annamerika@poesling.de 

+436505716160                                             +436805017984 

Mariahilfer Straße 221/15                             Klosterneuburger Str. 50/40 

AT-1150 Wien                                                AT-1200 Wien 

 

Band Website: https://www.fuenfmalfuenf.com 

 

5 X 5 are:  

 

Constanze “Cozy” Friedel (DE/AT): concept, composition, 5-string violin, electronics, 

voice 

Anna Keller (DE/AT): concept, composition, saxophone, flute, clarinet 

Maximilian Gerstbach (AT):   piano, keys 

Vuk Vasilic (SRB/AT):    electric bass 

Markus Gruber (AT):    drums 

 

mailto:constanze.friedel@icloud.com
mailto:annamerika@poesling.de
https://www.fuenfmalfuenf.com/
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1.  Youtube & Social Media 

 

Youtube:   https://www.youtube.com/@funfmalfunf9895 
 
Instagram:  https://www.instagram.com/5x5___/ 
 
Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/fuenfmalfuenf 
 
Website:   https://www.fuenfmalfuenf.com 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/@funfmalfunf9895
https://www.instagram.com/5x5___/
https://www.facebook.com/fuenfmalfuenf
https://www.fuenfmalfuenf.com/
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2.  Band description & concept   

2.1. Band short text: 

In the sound worlds of progressive jazz, there has recently been a new sensation:  

The five-piece orchestra 5 X 5 is setting new standards in the jazz scene with captivating 

energy and extraordinary skill.  

The virtuoso musicians Cozy Friedel on violin and polyphonic simultaneous vocals and 

Anna Keller on saxophone, flute and clarinet team up with bass, keyboard and drums to 

create hypnotic soundscapes that captivate audiences.  

The quintet, awarded first prize in the German Women in Jazz competition, has already 

completed two successful concert tours of Austria and Germany since its formation in 

2021. 

In the process, they made guest appearances at renowned festivals such as the "47th 

Jazztage Ilmenau", the "Jazzwerkstatt Graz", the "Musikwerkstatt Wels" and the "Focus 

Female Festival" at the Blue Note Dresden. 

In November 2023, the band released their debut album “Extrahügel” with the renowned 

label Alessa Records, which was recorded in Vienna and was presented as part of an 

international release tour. 

 

2.2. Detailed Description & unique characteristics 

The beginnings of 5 X 5 can be found in the summer of 2021 during the first Peter Erskine 

workshop at the "Jam Music Lab University", through which the two bandleaders Anna and 

Cozy got to know each other.  

Very quickly both came to the decision to realize their love for music together in their own 

band project. A first concert in Anna's hometown Rosenheim followed soon after in a 

spontaneous line-up, which shortly after formed as "5 X 5" and has lasted ever since.  

This was followed by a mini tour (DE/AT) in spring 22 and a two-week tour (DE/AT) in 

winter 22 as well as a first album production, which is currently still in the works.  
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Unique features of the sound character of 5 X 5:  

• From the beginning, the main focus has been on exploring new sound paths and 

worlds by combining the sounds of saxophone/flute with violin and simultaneous 

instrumental singing in the direction of fusion music. T 

• The parallel use of voice and violin, starting from one person. 

• The innovative original compositions give the band its own sound. 4 These move 

lyrically powerful in progressive jazz. 

• Combining music and painting: to all new compositions, which are created after 

our first album, which is currently in the making, there are paintings that reflect 

the respective piece. 

• The use of electronic effects on the violin and in the future bass, sample pads on 

the drums and keyboard/synthesizer provide an expanded sonic palette. 

• A further and stronger establishment of the vocal component is aimed at - in 

choral form, lyrics or also flute with simultaneous vocal use. 

• The violin is given a hearing in a hitherto little represented role as a typical jazz 

lead instrument.  

 

Our philosophy: Each person or instrument is essential to bring the music to life and 

radiate and especially to a powerful unity. Because togetherness plays a major role in   

5 X 5, in which the musically and humanly individual energy of each band member 

merges into a powerful whole, which should reach the listening people.  

In addition to the idea of unity, it is equally important to us that each instrument gets the 

opportunity to come to the fore and shine. Thus, individual smaller images emerge from 

the overall sound picture again and again and provide variety. 
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3. References 

3.1. Activities, Productions und awards of the band members  

 

Constanze “Cozy” Friedel: 

 

• Ö1 Jazz Scholarship 2020 

• Peter Erskine & the Jam Music Lab All Stars at Radiokulturhaus 

• Willkommen Österreich 

• Vienna Synchron Stage 

• Emiliano Sampaio - Jazz Symphonic Orchestra “We have a dream” 

• Theater productions: John Moran “The Manson Family”, “everyone” Dresden 

(Hellerau - Europäisches Zentrum der Künste) & Leipzig (Residenz - Schauspiel 

Leipzig), Max&Moritz Kellergeheimnisse 

• 2 Bachelor of Music degrees (jazz violin & improvisation) 

 

 

Anna Keller: 

 

• CD releases and concert tours with the bands "Annamerika Quintet" and "Grazias" 

under own direction 

• Permanent member of the Jazz Orchestra Styria (concerts, CD recordings)  

• Member of various big bands and ensembles in Austria, among others 

• "Graz Composers Orchestra", "Salonorchester Eddie Luis", "Vienna Composers Big 

Band", "Reinhard Summerer Big Band", "Mega Mereneu Project" (concerts, CD- 

recordings) 

• Invitation to auditions at "UMO Helsinki Jazz Orchestra" (2nd Alto) and at the 

"Vereinigte Bühnen Wien" (1st flute, saxophone, clarinet) 

• Master’s degree in Jazz Saxophone at the University of Music and Performing Arts 

Graz 

• Commissioned to compose for the Saxophone Orchestra of the University of Music 

and performing arts Vienna 
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3.2. Activities of 5 X 5 up to now 

 

• Tour in Germany and Austria, 23.11. - 06.12.2022 

Jazzfloorfestival Wien (AT) 

Saxstall Tharandt (DE) 

Blue Note Dresden: Focus Female Festival (DE) 

Jazzorama! Köln (DE) 

Jazzin´ Erftstadt (DE) 

Jazzinitiative Marburg (DE) 

Mascha Weimar (DE) 

Jazzclub Ilmenau (DE) 

Le´ Pirate Rosenheim (DE) 

Culturcafe Smaragd Linz (AT) 

Musikwerkstatt Wels (AT) 

 

• Mini tour in Germany and Austria, April 2022 

• First album production, since 12.12.2022 

• Music video production at Vienna City Sound Studios, February 

2022 

• Jazztage Ilmenau 2022, Jazzwerkstatt Graz 2022, Focus Female  

Festival Dresden 2022, Jazzfloorfestival Wien 2022 

• Other concert activities 

• Development and intesification of the musical concept 

• Elaboration and arrangement of the compositions 

• Booking 

• Production of own demos 
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4. Biographies   

Constanze “Cozy” Friedel 
 

Violinist and singer Cozy Friedel, born in Ilmenau 

(Germany) in 1993, is a musician living and working in 

Vienna (Austria).  

 

She started learning the violin at the age of 7. Growing 

up in a family of musicians, during her music school 

years she was concertmaster of the 

"Landesjugendorchester Thüringen" for three years, 

member of the "Deutsche Streicherphilharmonie" and 

prize winner of various solo competitions such as 

"Gläserne Harfe", "Jugend Musiziert" and "Bad Sulzaer 

Musiktage".  

 

Classical violin studies at the Hochschule für Musik 

"Carl Maria von Weber" in Dresden with Ralf Carsten 

Brömsel (concertmaster Dresdner Philharmonie).  

 

In Vienna double studies (bachelor jazz violin and improvisation) with Paul Urbanek and 

Christoph Mallinger.  

 

Winner of the Ö1-Jazzstipendium 2020, she is currently studying Jazz violin/improvisation 

with Paul Urbanek.  

 

Collaborations with Peter Erskine, Paul Urbanek, Gina Schwarz, Bertl Mayer, Raphael 

Preuschl, Danny Grisset, Simone Kopmajer, Stefan Thaler, Thomas Käfel, Leonhard 

Skorupa, Tobias Vedovelli, Robin Gadermaier, Robert Unterköfler, as well as theater 

productions with John Moran "The Manson Family", "everyone" in Dresden (Hellerau - 

European Center for the Arts) & Leipzig (Residenz - Schauspiel Leipzig), Josh Spear, 

Joseph Keckler.  

 

She founded her own quartet "Constant Quartet", together with saxophonist Anna Keller 

the band "5 X 5", with jazz guitarist Gerald Stenzl the jazz duo "Mooving Pieces" and with 

singer Fräulein Hahnkamper the electro-pop quartet "Fräulein H3".  

 

In addition to various jazz projects, she is also active in areas such as theater, crossover 

with dancers and performers, as a studio musician, in the jazz symphony orchestra, 

classical symphony orchestra and as an art painter. 
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Anna Keller  

Saxophonist Anna Keller, born in 1991 in 

Rosenheim (Germany), is a working musician based 

in Vienna (Austria). 

 

Next to performing with many different lineups and 

bands from Austria and Germany, she leads her own 

project "Annamerika Quintet", the band "5 X 5" 

together with jazz violinist Cozy Friedel and the 

saxophone quartet "Grazias" with fellow musicians. 

 

For these formations she composes and arranges 

music and has been performing in Austria and 

Germany for several years. She has also played in the 

USA, England and various European countries. 

 

In 2018 she released her debut album "Music from this world" with "Annamerika Quintet" 

with Unit Records and with "Grazias" she produced the album "Groove Session", which 

was released with Alessa Records in February 2020 followed up by a transnational tour. In 

November 2022, the debut album of "5 X 5" was released with Alessa Records during a 

concert tour in Germany and Austria. 

 

Anna Keller regularly performs with big bands from Styria and Vienna, including "Vienna 

Composers Big Band", for which she also composes music, "Graz Composers Orchestra", 

"Mega Mereneu Project", "Eddie Luis und die Gnadenlosen XL" and "Jazz Orchester 

Steiermark". 

 

In Austria Germany and Switzerland, she also plays shows in many different lineups and 

works as a session musician on CD productions. 

 

She has performed with renowned artists such as Joe Lovano, Randy Brecker, Robben 

Ford, Carmen Bradford, Gunhild Carling, Bobby Shew, Hayden Chisholm and Roberto 

Blanko and worked in big bands led by Ed Partyka, Michael Abene, and Ed Neumeister. 

 

Anna studied with Prof. Karlheinz Miklin and Prof. Heinrich von Kalnein at the Jazz 

Institute of the University of Music and Performing Arts Graz, where she graduated with a 

bachelor’s degree in 2016 and a Master's degree in 2019.  

 

Since September 2020, she has been living in Vienna, where she studies instrumental 

pedagogy with Prof. Markus Harm at the University of Music and Performing Arts. 

 

Besides playing Alto, Soprano and Tenor saxophone, she also plays the clarinet and flute 

and works as an instrumental teacher for these instruments at a music school in Styria. 
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Markus Gruber 

 
Markus Gruber is a drummer and 

percussionist living in Vienna.  

 

His various concert activities and 

collaborations in the Vienna area 

and Austria include 5 X 5, Prince 

Zeka, Slon, Jansky, Marion Traun, 

Vienna Klezmer Session Band 

(feat. Steve Weintraub, Alexander 

10 Wladigeroff, Isabel Frey...), 

Petaw Band, Amadeus Brass, Robert Unterköfler, Robin Gadermeier, Byron Cortes and 

Mai Lingani.  

 

Markus Gruber graduated with a Bachelor's degree in Jazz Percussion from Jam Music 

Lab Private University with Peter Gabis and Wolfgang Luckner, graduating in 2022.  

 

He was part of workshops with Peter Erskine, Efrain Torro, Herbert Pirker and Tarun 

Balani.  

 

Since 2017 Markus is teacher for percussion at the music school St. Andrä-Wördern. 
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Vuk Vasilic 
 

Vuk Vasilic is a jazz and fusion bassist born in 

Nis, southern Serbia.  

 

He has called Vienna his home for many years 

now and is also active here as a freelance 

musician.  

 

He began playing electric bass at the age of 13 

and started his first live performances only a 

short time later.  

 

Through his father, double bass player Nenad 

Vasilic, Vuk acquired a great love for music 

from an young age.  

 

From him, he also learned a lot about music 

and life as a musician at an early age.  

 

That’s how he came in contact with many different styles very early and played in 

ensembles of different sizes, ranging from duo or trio formations to big bands.  

 

Vuk Vasilic is part of various bands and projects, such as "5 X 5", the Zawinul award 

winning "Cosmos Band" and many different jazz combos and 11 commercial bands. 

 

Currently he is studying in the 4th year of the bachelor program for Jazz Bass at the 

"Musik und Kunst Uni Wien". 
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Maximilian Gerstbach 

 

Maximilian Gerstbach was born 

in Vienna in 2001 as the son of 

two professional musicians and 

has been taking percussion and 

classical piano lessons since 

2006.  

 

He attends the Musikgymnasium 

Neustiftgasse and in parallel 

receives jazz piano lessons with 

Reinhard Micko.  

 

In 2018/19 he graduates from the Gardemusik and since 2019 he studies jazz piano with 

Aaron Wonesch at the "MUK - Musik und Kunst Privatuniversität der Stadt Wien".  

There he is currently finishing his Bachelor. 
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5. Links to previous work  

 

• Audios on our Website: 

https://www.fuenfmalfuenf.com/musik 

 

• Live music videos: 

“Kurt” @Vienna City Sound Studio: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N6qigP0CMfQ 

 

“Spinner” Musikwerkstatt Wels 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oHWGA-Qzls 

 

“Holy Cow” Musikwerkstatt Wels 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DSROSXHALwo 

 

“Extrahügel” Jazztage Ilmenau 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=65-3eu_35f4 

 

Effektiertes Musikvideo: “Dresden” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U3aptTnIo8k 

• Demos:  

“Holy Cow & Spinner”: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=st1aoeY0eXc 

 

https://www.fuenfmalfuenf.com/musik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N6qigP0CMfQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oHWGA-Qzls
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DSROSXHALwo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=65-3eu_35f4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U3aptTnIo8k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=st1aoeY0eXc
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6. Press 
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47. Jazztage Ilmenau April 22 with Shake Stew 
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Wintertour ‘22 

 

 

 

 


